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1.9.  GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF INTONATION 

For practical purposes intonation may be represented by a system of special 

signs. These signs are usually placed on a stave of two lines, the upper and lower 

lines representing the upper and lower limits of the voice. Graphic representation of 

intonation was first introduced by H. Klinghardt and later revised by L. Armstrong 

and I. Ward. The following are the signs generally adopted for the purpose: 

a. stressed syllables in this notation are represented by dashes “_ _ _”; 

b. unstressed syllables are represented by dots “. . .”; 

c. a falling tone is represented by a downward curve “ ”; 

d. a rising tone is represented by an upward curve “ ” when there are no 

unstressed syllables after the last stressed one; 

e. if a sentence is pronounced with the rising tone, the rise takes place within 

the last stressed syllable if it is final, but if the last stressed syllable is not final, it has 

the lowest pitch and the unstressed syllables following it rise from that low level, e.g. 

Is that true? 
['Iz 'Dxt  trH? ||] 
Have you ever said a word in private to her? 
['hxv ju 'evq 'sed q 'wE:d In  praIvIt tu hq? ||] 

 

f. the falling-rising tone is represented by the curve “     “; 

g. the rising-falling tone is represented by the curve “     ”; 

h. the distance between the signs reflects to some extent the speed of 

utterance; 

i. the level of the signs between the staves reflects the level of the voice or its 

pitch. 

The characteristic features of the intonation structure of the English speech are: 

1. The first stressed syllable, as a rule, has the highest pitch, e.g.  

Tom’s out. 
['tPmz aVt. ||] 

2. Unstressed syllables before the first stressed syllable are either pronounced 
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on a low level or may rise gradually to the pitch of the first stressed syllable. 

He has gone.  or 
[hI hqz gPn. ||] 

3. Stressed and unstressed syllables following the first stressed syllable form a 

descending scale until the last stressed syllable is reached, e.g. 

We set out for the town of Blight. 
[wI 'set 'aVt fq Dq 'taVn qv blaIt. ||] 

4. If a sentence is pronounced with the falling tone, the pitch of the voice falls 

to a low level within the last stressed syllable, e.g. 

I’ll bring him back. 
[aIl 'brIN hIm bxk. ||] 

Thus, the main characteristic features of English intonation structure are a 

regularly descending scale, the high position of the first stressed syllable in 

statements, orders, etc., a sharp and low fall of the final tone in statements, etc. and 

gradually rising final tone in general questions, requests and so on. 

The characteristic features of the intonation structure of the Ukrainian speech 

are: 

1. As a rule, the stressed syllable in the word which is logically emphasized 

has the highest pitch, e.g. 

Я не розумію його. 
[ЙÁ НÉ РОЗУМ'ÍЙУ ЙО ГО. ||]  

2. Unstressed syllables between stressed ones gradually descend or ascend to 

the level of the following stressed syllable, e.g. 

Хіба він не підійшов до нього? 
[Х'ІБÁ В'ÍН НÉ П'ІД'ІЙШÓВ ДО Н'О ГО? ||] 

 

          

Він не знайшов його. 
[В'ÍН НЕ ЗНАЙШÓВ ЙО ГО. ||] 

3. Stressed and unstressed syllables seem to form an irregular scale, a regular 

descending scale is observed rather seldom in Ukrainian. If a sentence is pronounced 
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with the falling tone the pitch of the voice irregularly descends to a low level within 

the last stressed and unstressed syllables, e.g. 

Він сьогодні виїхав на Урал. 
[В'ÍН С'ОГÓДН'І ВИЙІХАВ НА У РАЛ. ||] 
 

 

Вона передумала. 
[ВОНÁ ПЕРЕД УМАЛА. ||] 
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